
THEME MOBY DOCUMENTATION 

CREATED BY JUNOTHEMES. 

 

ABOUT THE THEME 

Moby Theme is a great Responsive Template for Electronics, Digital, Hi-tech, Mobile, Computer and              

Television products, etc. It was developed with the latest in web technology such as Font Awesome 4,                 

CSS3, HTML5 and it is full of essential features for your business. This theme is fully responsive and will                   

display perfectly on all electronic devices. The theme is easy to customize: you can change fonts, colors,                 

header and footer types, logos and site content on your website easily, without coding knowledge.  

USING SETTINGS IN MULTIPLE LANGUAGES 

In developing Theme Moby we have taken multiple languages into account. Custom translations are              

easily manageable in the back office via “Content > Translations”. For questions about settings with               

multiple languages you can send an email to: support@junothemes.com 

CONTACT 

Custom adjustments: info@junothemes.com 

Questions about the theme: support@junothemes.com 

 

MORE FEATURES 

For all settings below, please go to Design -> Theme Settings. Here are all settings you can customize                  

yourself for your website. 
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1. LOGO 

The Logo will appear at the top of your page, the Footer Logo is at the bottom of your page, and the                      

Favicon is displayed at the top of your users’ browsers. The recommended logo dimensions are               

132x51px. 

 

2. LAY-OUT 

The setting below allows you to choose between a Boxed or Wide layout. 

 

The image below shows our Boxed Layout, which is thinner. 



 

3. GENERAL SETTINGS 

These options will affect all sections of your website 

 

4. HEADER 

 

Toggle this setting to change the menu style. If this setting is checked the menu will stay fixed at the top                     

of the page 



 

5. SLIDER 

For the main image slider, we recommend dimensions of 1300x660px  

Please access Design > Headlines to upload your images 

 

6. FEATURED CATEGORIES 



For the Featured Categories image, we recommend dimensions of 420x580px 

 

 

To add Featured Categories, please go to Content -> Featured Categories 

 

You can choose between the left and right positions for your banners 



 

 

7. LIST CATEGORIES 

 

This setting will display or hide List category on Homepage on your home page. 



 

8. BANNER 2 COLUMNS 

This will display the Banner 2 Columns area. We recommend images dimensions of 640x350px 

 



 

9. FEATURED PRODUCT 

The recommended dimensions for the Featured Product images are 323x220px  

 

Please go to Content -> Featured Products to setup your featured products 



 

10. BANNER 1 COLUMN 

For Banner 1 Column we recommend images dimensions 1300x267px. You also can add a url URL for                 

this banner.  

 

Frontpage: 



 

11. POPULAR PRODUCTS 

For popular products, we recommend dimensions of 323x220px 

You can choose between left and right positions for your banners  

 

12. NEWEST PRODUCTS 

We recommended dimensions of 323x220px for Newest Products. 

You can also limit the number of newest products displayed on your home page. 



 

 

13. CUSTOM BLOCK 

The recommended dimensions of the Custom Block are 650x480px 



 

14. LATEST BLOG SECTION 

You can show or hide the “Latest Blog Section” on your website 

 

 

15. BRANDS SECTION 



You can choose to show or hide a brands slider on the home page. These brands are defined in Products >                     

Brands 

 

 

16. SIDEBAR 

You can choose to Show or Hide some items in the sidebar such as Category, Filters, Brand, etc… The                   

sidebar is displayed in the category pages. 



 



 

17. CONTACT DETAILS 

Help your customers get in touch with you by filling in your information here. This will display at the                   

bottom of every page. 

 



 

18. NEWSLETTER 

You can change your newsletter description which will display over the sign-up form. 

 

 

19. FEATURES 

You can choose to show or hide some features product page such as Reviews, Products in Category,                 

Feedback Company, etc... 



 

20. SOCIAL 

You can add your social network links to display on the bottom of all pages of your website 



 

 

21. TYPOGRAPHY 



You can change your fonts for Headings and general Body text 

 

22. COLORS 

Adapt the colors of your website to suit your brand.  

 


